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In this assignment is a continuity of the assignment of the week 31 where we planned a 
Usability Testing to know how efficient is the Sign In of the Tesla website. This assignment 
follows for parts:

0 Before start
We will explain, before we show the results, some external factors that affected to the results 
and are important to clarify.
1 Quantitative results:
First, we will show what are the insights that we got from the quantitative results from the first 
four questions.
2 Qualitative results:
Secondly, we will show the results of the affinity map and the insights we got from this 
session.
3 Auto-evaluation
In this part I explain my learnings and my next points to improve in next Usabilities Testings

The assignment ends with a conclusion where I present the steps I will follow after this 
results if I was conducting an implementation plan.

Introduction
Assignment

How long takes to a user to find how to 
create an account?

How long takes to a user to find how to 
create a new password?

Metrics Questions

Time on a task (Quantitative)
Measure in sec (””) how long takes the 
user since they end to read the task until 
they end they find the “Account” bottom.

Time on a task (Quantitative)
Measure in sec (””) how long takes the 
user since they end to read the task until 
they end they find they complete the 

Can people create a new password with no 
errors?

Can people create an account with no 
errors?

What is the part on the full process where 
the user feels more frustration

Success rate (Quantitative)
Measure the number of errors that the user 
does during the task.

Success rate (Quantitative)
Measure the number of errors that the user 
does during the task. 

Experience map (Qualitative)
Create a experience map to know what is 
the part that creates more frustration 
during the process and why.
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Before we start with the results I have to mention that 
during the testing process I have noticed that the 
website have been changed. As the Usability Testing 
have been done in two different days, not all participants 
have done the test in the same website. You can see 
here the two different websites and which the partici-
pants that they have been using for the test. 

That affected to the results and I have decided to 
compare the effectiveness of both websites comparing 
results..

Website 2: Participants 3, 4 and 5

Website 1: Participants 1 and 2

0. 
Before start
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Find Sign in: Results
The quantitative result defined that 
the website 1 had a not very good 
result in the result of Time on task on 
the “Find Sign task” where the partici-
pants need an average of 7 min to 
find the Sign in option. In compara-
tive of the website 2, that had a very 
good results in the Time on task 
having a average of 3,333 sec in the 
same task. That’s because the 
bottom to get a an account it was 
placed on the top of the menu bar. 
The website 1, Instead, it was a in a 
very hide menu on the side.

Find “new password”: Results
The quantitative result defined that 
the website 1 had a less intuitive way 
to access to the Resent Password 
option, because the participants 
spend an average of 40 sec more 
than users that used the website 2. 
That’s probably because on the 
website 2 the access to the reset 
information was more accessible.

 Success Rate
The success rate results defined that 
the creation of an account of the first 
website was not very intuitive 
because the average of the success 
rate of this task was 4,5 (when a 
good success rate should be 0). 
Both participants had issues to 
understand where to put the informa-
tion to create an account.

The participants that used the 
website 2 had a very good results: 
an average of 0 on both tasks. That 
means that the website is under-
standable and easy to use, with not 
pain points. 

1. 
Quantitative Results
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During the interviews the participants have comment 
some interesting insights that can give more feedback 
about the user experience performing this tasks.

To do so, we created an Affinity Map to get some 
qualitative data in this case study. During this session 
we got some interesting insights. On the image above 
you can read the results of the comments sorting (in red 
the pain points). Just with one look you can see that 
there is more pain points than positive comments. 

The insights we got from this session is that most users 
find / miss a menu more accessible for both tasks: 
create an account and reset the password. 

2.
Qualitative Results
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3.
Auto-evaluation of the interviews

During the perform of the interviews I had the 
chance also to my reactions, my weakness and 
small tings I need to improve as a interviewer. 
Here some of the observations.

Missing active listening
In the videos I have seen that most of the time I 
was thinking more about what to ask to the 
participants and what to do next, than actually 
listen and observe. Specially I have noticed that 
I asked to some of them the same questions 
twice and during the interview I just didn’t 
notice it. For my next interviews I will focus on 
listen more to the participant and be active 
during the observations. 

Good to have a script
My experience with the script was very good. I 
felt I was been clear to my participants and that 
I didn’t miss any important information. With this 
exercise I understood how important is to 
create an script, prepare the interviews and 
read it if is necessary. That made me feel very 
comfortable and confidence from the beginning 
of the interviews until the end. 

Be more specific with the tasks
I had some problems with my first participants 
because on my tasks I write “Create a sign in” 
and the participants was trying to actually find 
“Sign in” write in the website. As in the website 
was written “Create an account” they missed a 
few times because there was not actually was 
they was expecting. From my participant 
number 3 I change that from my written tasks 
and I felt the participants followed the tasks 
much better. Next time will try to use the 
specific words used in the website to not 
confuse my participants.

I must be more quiet
I felt that during the tasks I was giving some 
involuntary feedback (as noises, not words) that 
might be controlled the next times. That can 
affect to the user behavior during the tasks. For 
the next interviews I will try to be quiet and if the 
participant ask me something, I just will answer 
“I can not answer”. That might be difficult, 
because when you know the answers  you give 
this “involuntary” feedback without notice it. But  
I will try to pay attention to this details.

Smile more
I felt that in the videos I look very serious and 
not friendly. I will give me the chance to smile 
and be more friendly next interviews to 
welcome the participants in a very warm “Hi!” 
and make them feel more comfortable.
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In this case study we have seen that the new website 
they are implementing is more efficient and it’s a better 
experience for the users that they want to create an 
account improving the Time in Task from 7’ to find an 
account to 3’’

However, in our Usability testing we have noticed that 
the “Reset Password” is still a pain point for users, that 
they still use a rate of 37’’ average to find the reset 
password. 

Next steps for this case study will be to create an 
ideation session to find solutions to this pain point and 
perfom a new usability testing to see if this rate can be 
improved to have an excelent user experience in the 
Tesla website.

Conclusion
Assignment


